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what we do
co .a r c h s tud io

DELIVER A PICTUREDUE DILIGENCE GREAT SUPPORT BE DESIGNER

Our support can be start from
the very beginning of on
investment before start to even
think it as an asset

We are designer in a wider
way, designing not only a
product but also the process to
achieve it.

Investment generally results in
acquiring an asset, and
sometime to sell it as a product
is more an more important to
deliver a picture before works
starts.

Investment generally results in
acquiring an asset, also called
an investment. If the asset is
available at a price worth
investing

REALIZE

Our expertise is a key value in
design processes but also in
building overview and
governance, sometimes is
more important how you build
then what you are building..

PROJECT STYLING INTERIOR DESIGN RENDERING VISULIZINGMASTERPLAN DESING 

ARCHITECTURE PROJECT MANAGEMENT VISUAL CONTENT COST AND WORKS
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projects
co .a r c h s tud io

MASTERPLAN
Architecture

Project Management



arch. Andrea Pezzoli was among 15 young
architect to be selected to work at the Expo 2015
Masterplan design development. He was involved
form 2009 till 2016.

Starting from the Conceptual Masterplan was
developed a project based on four principles:
the centrality of the theme, the leading role played
by participant countries, the quality of landscape
and sustainability. Deepening the analysis of
technical and logistic issues the Masterplan evolved
over two years. The design of the Masterplan has
been presented in 2010 to B.I.E. Bureau
International das Exposition within the Registration
Report to obtain the definitive approval. In 2011 the
project reached the design development phase.

Design
Architecture – Project
Management

Client
Expo spa

Bureau International des
Expositions

Typology
Universal Exposition

Status
completed

Year
2009-2016

Surface
1 MLN mq

Budget
5 k MLN €

Location
Milano 
Italy

Masterplan and architecture

Masterplan , architecture and landscape design

EXPO 
MILANO

2015



Envisioning Expo 2015.

We follow during the design phases almost all the
picture on press about Expo Milano 2015
realizing many of the rendering and images on the
newspaper during the years.
This was an interesting job done along with the
communication team and international cooperation
team to test the appeal of the future event.

Masterplan and architecture

Masterplan , architecture and landscape design

EXPO 
MILANO

2015

Design and envisioning



Project Management

STATUS: 
built 

LOCATION:
Milan

BUILDING AREA
1mln sqm c

Project management  and technical assistance
for the design and construction of Expo 2015 
Official Partner and non official participants
pavilions.

Enel 
Pavilion

Alitalia Ethiad
Pavilion

Eurochocolate
Pavilion

Coin/OVS 
Pavilion

Corriere RCS 
Pavilion

Franciacorta 
Pavilion

Fratelli Beratta
Pavilion Birra Moretti 

Pavilion

Technogym 
Pavilion

Swatch Pavilion

Magnum 
Pavilion

Slow Food 
Pavilion

Kinder/Ferrero 
Pavilion

Project Management 

Masterplan , architecture and landscape design

EXPO 
MILANO

2015

CLIENTS: EXPO PARTNER
ENEL
ALITALIA ETHIAD
EUTOCHOCOLATE 
LINDT
COIN
FRANCIACORTA
CORRIERE RCS
FERRERO
TECHNOGYM
SWATCH
MAGNUM
SLOW FOOD
BERETTA
BIRRA MORETTI 







Form survives function

Masterplan for an inclusive use of agricoltural land to 
community, commercial and didactive vegetable garden

Inside this big production garden there will be
small and light wood pavilion offering services
both to agriculture and to teaching and
exploring the area.

Within the space there are some sales points
closely related to the project. There will be the
House of Seeds and Tools, a space where
you can buy everything you need to start on
the spot with the garden.

Selvanesco is the project of a open agricultural
company in the near periphery of Milano, at the
beginning of Parco Agricolo Sud.
It’s a vegetable site production with an attention
to bio production and to communicate the values
of safe food.

SELVANESCO

Site development of an
agricultural company of
33 hectares by opening
vegetable gardens
to the public market,
while providing
other services like
didactic and
entertainment.

Design
Architecture and landscape
Client
Private
Typology
Agricultural company
Status
ongoing
Year
2018
Surface
20 hectars
Budget
5 mln €
Location
Milano







projects
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RE-USE 
industrial & residence Building



Form survives function

Experimental reuse of a art nuveau former paper facotiry

The third floor is the one that offers the best
showcases of events like the Factory
Market, a large market of young designers
of clothes and objects and also an incubator
of start-ups and young entrepreneurs.
Here we designed Bar Fase, a welcoming
space that functions during events, keeping the
formal register of the liberty factory.
This made us reflect on the old theme of form
and function, the form survives in this case to
the function, this was the revolution of Aldo
Rossi.

Spazio Fase is a complex of industrial buildings
in which a recovery project is underway from a
splendid abandoned factory from the end of the
19th century , ex Cartiera Paolo Pigna,
and is proposed as an experimental model for
the economical-social regeneration of a territory.
Characterized by an architectural structure
developed on three floors, with a total area of
40.000 sqm partly already recovered,
conserved and redeveloped. Located in the heart
of Alzano Lombardo, a few km from Bergamo.

SPAZIO 

FASE

It was created to host
different
experiences, as an
incubator of ideas
and startups and as a
promoter of culture
and environmental
awareness, with an
attentive and receptive
eye on the territory. It is
fueled by ever-changing
socio-cultural events.

Design
Architecture

Client
Private

Typology
Exhibition, restaurant 

Status
completed

Year
2017

Surface
10.000 mq

Budget
200k  €

Location
Bergamo













Renovation of a old “patio house” in San Luis
Potosi Mexico. The project include the renovation
of the existing ground floor, to create some
medical offices and the creation of a new first
floor to host some small housing spaces. We are
focusing on to maintain the materials and the
keep the existing as asset to guide the project.

Design
Architecture

Client
Private

Typology
residence and 
commercial

Status
ongoing

Year
2017-2018

Surface
600 mq

Budget
250k  $

Location
San Luis 
Potosi 
Mexico 

Mexican patio house

MADERO
Reuse of an existing colonial house in Mexico

- SM22 line 



Renovation of a old “patio house” in San Luis
Potosi Mexico. The project include the renovation
of the existing ground floor, to create some
medical offices and the creation of a new first
floor to host some small housing spaces. We are
focusing on to maintain the materials and the
keep the existing as asset to guide the project.

Design
Architecture

Client
Private

Typology
residence and commercial

Status
ongoing

Year
2017-2018

Surface
400 mq

Budget
180k $

Location
San Luis Potosi Mexico 

Mexican courtyrad

ARISTA
Reuse of an existing colonial house in Mexico
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Interior Design



sm22 a Milanese interior, we tried to pay
homage to the interior tradition of Portaluppi,
Bottoni and Ponti applying also the
somewhat forgotten use to design as much as
possible taylor made. The intention was to create
a space that would harmonize well the existing,
the new grafts and the contemporary art works of
the couple. The clients saw us as an
investment and gave us much confidence and
allowed us to work freely within an agreed
budget. The material interruptions, the
reflecting column, the wooden
backdrop and the grafting of cement
tiles, define the living room, divide the space in
places of passage, of conviviality and
observation, as if the room was defined by these
parallel elements that they create a hybrid space,
through the use of warm materials with the almost
marbled veins of the wood, the reflections from
the brass column and the geometry of the new
floor.

Design
Interior design

Client
Private

Typology
residence 

Status
completed

Year
2016

Surface
120 mq

Budget
100k  €

Location
Milan

Light design
Co.arch studio / FLOS
Materials
Plywood, brick and cement
floor.

Architecture as an investment

SM22
Interior design of a private house in Milan

- SM22 line 

One of the most important concepts is the textural breaks: it is decided to
keep the existing wooden floor, inserting a new one in blue and white cement tiles,
keeping quite distinct the materials like a carpet that demarcates the areas. The
underlying theme of Scandinavian flavour pine with its soft texture is taken up
in the sleeping area, where priority is given to the need of practical spacious
wardrobes. The order and cleanliness of the bedrooms are shaken from the tapestry
located above the bed, again by Nitsch, a representation of the Cross.





The kitchen and the bathrooms
are well characterized by the
cement tiles pattern that give a
decoration remembering to
underline what has been
renewed.



Graphic design
Insunsit

- SM22 line 

The terrace overlooked almost all the rooms of the house has been
designed as a green room and at the same time as a background. We chose
to create a wild garden of miscanthus and carex, creating optical
cones from inside the rooms to the most elegant essences such as agapanthus
and aralia. A vegetable wall, by installing ceramic vases made by Marlik
Ceramic, a young Iranian designer. The rope ropes that combine the vessels,
as well as ensuring stability to the structure, go to create a geometric

design but alive.

TAYLOR MADE –
CUSTOM SPACE –
INTERIOS DESIGN 

A different room is the kid’s, with two illustrators, INSUNSIT, we made a design
on the three walls depicting a dreamlike jungle with brightly colored

animals. The design becomes a background that catapults into a new

vision of space, to make the walls of the room disappear and have a
horizon to observe.







Located in a 1900 “liberty” small palace
in Milan, the space was a small theatre for
years and had been for some times a red light
cinema.

The chef’s idea was to create an italian bar
that could serve breakfast and lunch and some
drink bar in the evening, side kicking the
Micheline starred restaurant the have in
the same courtyard.
The project try to keep the symmetry and
clear asset. The idea is to use Italian material
for the floors and to design bespoke
furniture to characterized the whole impact to
the space while keeping it familiar and
welcoming.

Design
Architecture

Client
Private

Typology
restaurant

Status
ongoing

Year
2018-2019

Surface
200 mq

Budget
160 k €

Location
MILANO

Italian restauarant

INNOCENTI 
EVASIONI BAR 

Reuse of an old theatre in Milan

Some key elements is
the bespoke furniture that
immediately make your
recall the Gio Ponti style
that was a milanese
one.

The backyard have a
garden that is included
in the project and is in a
sort of way the new real
theatre. So many
restaurant in Milan have
a garden and the
landscape design goes
in the direction of a
wild and secret
one.







Located in a 1900 “liberty” small palace
in Milan, the space was a former
apartment and office just above the
micheline star restaurant.

They wanted to create a space for cooking
school that could occasionally become a private
restaurant.

We clean and maintain the original
cement floor typically Italian, and
create a new acoustic ceiling to give a
new image by using a double curved wood
panel system.

Design
Architecture

Client
Private

Typology
restaurant

Status
ongoing

Year
2018-2019

Surface
200 mq

Budget
160 k €

Location
MILANO

Italian scuola di cucina

INNOCENTI EVASIONI
COOKING SCHOOL 

Reuse of an old warehouse in Milan

Some key elements is
the bespoke furniture that
immediately make your
recall the Gio Ponti style
that was a milanese
one.

The kitchen used was partially given from Electrolux and we re use an old steel kitchen
with frosted glass as base. The space itself is a perfect blend of old and new.









Mezzanine Coworking è l’alternativa
perfetta tra il lavoro da casa e l’affitto di un
ufficio proprio. Mettiamo a disposizione spazi
funzionali, innovativi e accattivanti in un
ambiente di lavoro condiviso nel cuore di
Verona.

Dentro a un palazzo storico nel vero centro di
Verona vicino a Piazza delle Erba e alla Casa di
Giulietta, abbiamo ristrutturato e dato nuova vita
a un mezzanino.

hiips://www.mezzaninecoworking.com/

Design
Interior design

Client
Private

Typology
office 

Status
completed

Year
2021

Surface
120 mq

Budget
100k  €

Location
Verona

Smart working is coworkin

MEZZANINE
Interior design of a coworking in Verona

- SM22 line 









We were asked to complete a former
project we did in Milan in 2011. The
couple bought the apartment below theirs and
they wanted to connect the two spaces but
without compromising the previous project in
which they lived well.

We decided to create a link visually and
graphically by creating a subtle metal and
wood stair that easily connected the spaces by
creating a new experience.

Result very convenient merging the stair
structure with shelves and a desk, also
because the space of connection are two public
spaces of the house, a living room and a studio.

Design
Interior design

Client
Private

Typology
housing

Status
complete

Year
2017-2018

Surface
200 mq

Budget
100 k €

Location
MILANO

Italian duplex

CP14 interior
design

refurbishment of a duplex apartment in Milan

THE PERFECT
SMART WORKIN
SOLUTION:

Having the passing
room to become a
studio that enhance the
presence of the
connecting stairs, by
creating a comfortable
studio space.

The lower floor was also renovated by creating a style coherence with the rest of the
house, soft colours and white materials to enlighten the areas.











CLF9 is the interior renovation of a private
apartment in Milan.

The main focus is on enlarging the entrance
space by dematerializing the new wall that
shape the kitchen.

All the spaces focus on those transparencies
making a dialogue through the spaces.

The kitchen and the bathrooms are tiled with
hexagonal cement tiles that give strong character.

Design
Interior design

Client
Private

Typology
residence 

Status
completed

Year
2020

Surface
120 mq

Budget
100k  €

Location
Milan

Light design
Co.arch studio / FLOS
Materials
Plywood, brick and cement
floor.

Architecture as an investment

CLF9
Interior design of a private house in Milan

- clf9

The living room is a wide opan space that sees the new glass doors and is about
the living area and the dining area.

All the furniture is taylor made on design and makes a joyful yet sober pattern.









A penthouse in Porta Palio in the city of
Verona.

We renovate this attic using light wood and
marble.

The spaces are fluid and is possible to see
through the volumes of the house with deep
perspective as Gio Ponti said in “Casa Adapta”.

A new circular opening is created in the kitchen
to make a dialogue to the dining area.

Design
Interior design

Client
Private

Typology
residence 

Status
completed

Year
2020

Surface
120 mq

Budget
100k  €

Location
Verona

Light design
TR Bulb, Suspension Frame,
FLOS
Materials
marble, wood floor.

Architecture as an investment

PP12
Interior design of a private house in Milan

- SM22 line 











It is a project for the renovation of an existing
Chinese restaurant. The idea was to create a
Chinese restaurant different from the
imaginary, recovering some typical elements
of Chinese culture, avoiding clichés.
A place where you can meet Italian and Chinese
people eating together and sharing good food.
The image of the restaurant is the typical way of
eating the Chinese: outside their homes, sitting
on baskets and lights hanging from
the trees, is the attempt to introduce this
moment of sociality in
Milan.

The concept is to maintain a continuity
between inside and outside so that
people are encouraged to enter: creating a
single room (before it was divided by a central
wall) visible from the outside through the
windows, which creates an internal square,
surrounded from homes, as the volume of the
bath conceived with the shape of a house.
And as if he had come here by chance, as the
market and you decide to stop eating fresh food
sitting on what you find in the street.

Design
Interior design

Client
Private

Typology
Restaurant 

Status
completed

Year
2011

Surface
200 mq

Budget
100k  €

Location
Milan

Light design
Co.arch studio
Material
Plywood, brick and resin floor.

An unconventional chienese restaurant

WANG 
JIAO

Concept and Interior design of a chinese restaurant in 
Milan

- SM22 line 

The white color is used to smooth and brighten the environment
than other Chinese restaurants, are used to illuminate the space simple light bulbs of
various sizes hung with strings of colored cord.
The room has three areas: one on the left near the windows with two rows of
tables, a more intimate way with a long bench, separated by a low wall and
another to the right with a single large table.
As for the furniture: tables are made of plywood, the chairs replaced
with stools, a typical way of eating Asian (without backrest),
made of plywood with a hole in the middle to give way to colorful baskets,
conceived as containers for customers;
Finally, the wall built with bricks exposed concrete thought of as scenic space for
bottles of wine. The materials used in the project are simple and inexpensive
construction materials but revisited in a new functional and aesthetic.



REUSE – RECYCLE 
– LOW COST 
ARCHITECTURE

The brick wall is conceived to
become a scenographic
background, with it’s porosity
absorb the noise of the
restaurant and meanwhile host
the wine bottles.











it's the second wang jiao restaurant we've dealt
with. It is located in the Milanese chinatown, we
have also tried to avoid clichés and create a
welcoming and informal space. The idea is
always that of being in a portico between the
inside and the outside, lit by large windows and
having the light of the outdoor lamp posts that fall
on the red and white tables.

Per rendere omaggio alla tradizione cinese
abbiamo mescolato mobili storici con mobili
moderni per creare uno spazio più leggero e che
raccontasse una storia.

Design
Interior design

Client
Private

Typology
Restaurant 

Status
completed

Year
2014

Surface
120 mq

Budget
100k  €

Location
Milan

An unconventional chienese restaurant

WANG 
JIAO 3

Concept and Interior design of a chinese restaurant in 
Milan

- SM22 line 

The walls are colored in light gray, to emphasize the arches and the volumes, while
to keep the idea of the cozy and informal trattoria the bricks already present are
used as elements of separation between the rooms.
a
The red perforated brick is used to create walls, and porous, tactile and useful
counter-noise countertops.



REUSE – RECYCLE 
– LOW COST 
ARCHITECTURE

The brick wall is conceived to
become a scenographic
background, with it’s porosity
absorb the noise of the
restaurant and meanwhile host
the wine bottles.



Retail adaptation project for Mimisol flagship
store in Milan via Borgospesso corner via
della Spiga. Everything was crafted by Italian
artisans, from the shop furniture to the window
shop neon logo.

The space was very peculiar, a long and
narrow space with a tiny yet beautiful arc
window on one of the most important shopping
district of Milan - quadrilatero della moda -

Design
Interior design

Client
Private

Typology
residence 

Status
completed

Year
2014

Surface
60 mq

Budget
150k  €

Location
Milan 

- SM22 line 

Via Borgospesso

We decided to use the group logo as a piece of design and to put it in the
lightest way on the window glass.

All the furniture is made of plexiglas following the design of the other stores. We
decided to put a big ledwall to display all the rich and nice media of the
group as a link with all the other stores all over the world.

Retail space for kids

MIMISOL

STORE
Interior design of Mimisol  Milan



It is the project of a small store in Los

Angeles, born from the idea of a young
designer and friend: Desperate but not

serious is a small shop near the first church of
Scientology where you can buy clothes made by
the youngest emerging European designers. Our
interior design was to produce everything

in Italy and ship everything by sea with a
simple assembly manual.

Design
Interior design

Client
Private

Typology
store 

Status
completed

Year
2017

Surface
80  mq

Budget
50k  €

Location
Los Angeles 
USA 

Retail space for young designers in LA

Desperate 
LosAngeles

Interior and concept design of a new store in Los Angeles

- DSP LA 

The store is located in a few buildings in

Los Angeles that survived the 1906

earthquake, so the façade and the floor were
bound.
The idea was to study an appendage in

metal rod and that it was a continuous line

that ran along the walls of the store, rising and
falling, delimiting a space and hanging
clothes and apparels.





The interior design of Gelato Libre is born from a
meeting with Gianluca Franzoni, founder of
Domori (Gruppo Illy) a prominent personality who
embodies the spirit of the modern explorer: always
fascinated by flavors and aromas. The interior is
filled with the natural shades of the earth's colors,
which emphasize pure volumes. The clay plaster

of the walls is inspired by the roughness of the
buildings encountered in the search for precious
ingredients and presents a tribute to the colorful

Design
Interior design

Client
Domori / Illy

Typology
store 

Status
completed

Year
2019

Surface
50  mq

Budget
50k  €

Location
Milano

Ice cream store in Milano

GELATO

LIBRE
Interior and concept design of a new brand  in Milano

- GELATO LIBRE

Mexican architecture of Luis Barragàn. The reference is also to the water that
mixed with clay, a readily available resource, accumulates energy, absorbs and
releases vapor, improving the internal microclimate. The marble mosaic of the
floor, a Venetian terrazzo, is inspired by the famous trait created by Carlo Scarpa
for the Olivetti store in Venice in 1958. This also wants to be a reference to
the Italian spirit that is a fundamental part of the project and to a virtuous epoch in
which the avant-garde of design and technology were shaped by Olivetti and
Scarpa. The other material is the brass that enhances and enhances the counter
space where the Gelato is created .





The interior design of Princi Chic an existing and
famous meeting space form Milanese ladies. The
client wanted a relaxed still elegant space that feel
like a home for her customers. The interior is pink
ground and the shapes recalls the classic.

Design
Interior design

Client
BeautyCentreMI

Typology
store 

Status
completed

Year
2020

Surface
90  mq

Budget
70k  €

Location
Milano

Pricni Chic a Milano

Beauty

Center MI
Interior and concept design of a new brand  in Milano

- Beauty Centre

The project aimed to give the premises a new configuration. The main space
which has two large windows on the street about 2.4 m wide, is a large room of
about 35 square meters, the height of the room is 3.30 m.
At the entrance of the space you are in the center of the two main areas of the
room: on the right there is the manicure area which takes place on a long table
for 4 clients at the same time on the left instead there is the pedicure area for
three clients in the more sheltered and less visible area.





projects
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Temporary Design



Street.chik
Portable.chiketteria

The project stems from a collaboration
between 2 architects co.arch Andrea
Pezzoli + Giulia Urciuoli and micheline
starred chefs Tommaso Arrigoni and Eros
Picco of Innocenti Evasioni who have thought
about how can chef interact with customers
and cook in a three different identities portable
kitchen: the Venetian cicchetteria, the
Spanish tapas bar and the Japanese
izakaya.

Sitting around a counter and try small typical
street food dishes in good company while
watching a show cooking theatre, or alone
and have the opportunity to meet your
neighbors and comment with them on food.

Design
food design

Client
Innocenti Evasioni

Typology
Restaurant 

Status
completed

Year
2014

Surface
10 mq

Budget
10k  €

Location
Milan

- street.chik -

PORTABLE – LOW 
COST –– SHOW 
COOKING 
ARCHITECTURE

CONSULTANTS/SPONSOR
EComotti
MATERIALS
Plywood, osb wood

A portable chicketteria

STREET

CHICK
Concept for an itinerant recycled restaurant 





Exhibitiion and graphic design

We worked on 2 key concepts :
The filiera.green / the exhibition of the
green plants inside the TASTE traces the food
chain:
from the nautical environment, it becomes
agriculture, it is collected, transformed and
finally consumed.

The use of plywood.panels to create
furniture in the shared common areas is made
of simple plywood panels
wood is actually "cultivated" and transformed
in a way.

We design a TASTING TABLE as a
continuous and iconic shape to host and share
those themes.

Design
Food exhibition
design

Client
Brand Events

Typology
Restaurant 

Status
completed

Year
2015

Surface
1000 mq

Budget
200k  €

Location
Milan

A chef festival

Concept and exhibition design for Taste Festivals

- Taste of Milano -

FILIERA GREEN –
PORTABLE –
SHOW COOKING 
ARCHITECTURE

CONSULTANTS
artisans
MATERIALS
structure in painted steel rod,
top in pine plywood with
lacquered mdf
USES

TASTE OF 
MILANO

2015



GRAPHIC 
DESIGN SOCIAL 
AND 
COMMUNICATIO
N GRAPHIC 
IDENTITY  

FROM FIELDS TO THE
TABLE IS THE KEY
CONCEPT TO DESIGN A
SPACE TO TALK ABOUT
FOOD.

TASTING TABLE
DESIGN FOR A STAND 
TABLE TO SHARE FOOD 
AND DISPLAY 
AGRICOLTURAL FIELDS











Exhibition and graphic design

Cesarin is one of the best and biggest
producer of candied fruit, 2020 is its 100th

anniversary and we were asked to
celebrate it at their most important meeting,
SIGEP 2020.

Cesarin flagship product is cherry
and the hole pavilion is create to celebrate
their craftsmanship by a unique wave design.

The pavilion is divided into three main
area, social space, meeting area and
show cooking.

All those areas works as a open spaces for
communication and presentation of the
products.

Design
Food exhibition
design

Client
Brand Events

Typology
Stand 

Status
completed

Year
2018

Surface
150 sqm

Budget
80k  €

Location
Torino IT

TERRAMADRE TORINO Fiera 2018

Exhibition space for DOMORI spa

- Domori SlowFood -

cCRAFTMANSHIP–
LIGHTNESS –
SHOW COOKING 
DISPLAY

CONSULTANTS
Artisans for cherris making
MATERIALS
structure in painted steel rod,
top in pine plywood

DOMORI 

SLOWFOOD











Exhibition and graphic design

Cesarin is one of the best and biggest
producer of candied fruit, 2020 is its 100th

anniversary and we were asked to
celebrate it at their most important meeting,
SIGEP 2020.

Cesarin flagship product is cherry
and the hole pavilion is create to celebrate
their craftsmanship by a unique wave design.

The pavilion is divided into three main
area, social space, meeting area and
show cooking.

All those areas works as a open spaces for
communication and presentation of the
products.

Design
Food exhibition
design

Client
Brand Events

Typology
Stand 

Status
completed

Year
2020

Surface
200 sqm

Budget
100k  €

Location
Rimini IT

Sigep Rimini Fiera 2020

Exhibition space for Cesarin spa

- Cesarin Sigep -

cCRAFTMANSHIP–
LIGHTNESS –
SHOW COOKING 
DISPLAY

CONSULTANTS
Artisans for cherris making
MATERIALS
structure in painted steel rod,
top in pine plywood

CESARIN

SIGEP 2020
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Design



a wireframe design line

SM22 
LINE

a family of tables born for an interiror project and 
then developed into a whole product line

Design of a line of tables created for an interior
project in Milan. The vertical structure is a solid
wireframe in steel rod, the supporting surfaces are
painted wood surfaces, the light is pivoting and
integrated with the table structure.
It offers a self-sufficient customized system
suitable for both domestic and work spaces,
perfect for restaurants.

After the creation of the first prototype for the
interior of a private home, the SM22 line project
was born to create a family of tables.
The most important concept is thehybridization
of objects that generally remain distinct.

The structures of the legs are in fact triangular
geometries, almost of the small reticular beams
that support the colored planes. The type of table
we decided to merge together that of the pivoting
wall lamp to create a new object, which alone
definedaspace,abit likeamicroarchitecture.

Other tables are part of the line the tables that
can also be used as stools, making it possible to
remain within the line, have a complete dining
area.

DESIGN
system of tables,
tables and stools
CLIENT
private
TIPOLOGY
unique customized pieces
REALIZED BY
selfrproduced
YEAR
2016
PRESENTES
Fuorisalone 2016 
Ventura Lambrate 
Base / Tortona

CONSULTANTS
artisans
MATERIALS
structure in painted steel rod,
top in pine plywood with
lacquered mdf
USES
interiors, designed for
individuals, for the retail sector
or for restaurants

a soft design line

BD15 
LINE

a family of chair designed to enlight softness of textures
by keeping a light touch.

It is a family of chairs with
geometric shapes designed to
enhance the soft surfaces: we have
drawn through curved geometric shapes such as
the circle and the sphere, soft seats supported by
linear structures with triangular lines. The design
of the thin metal rod structure emphasizes the
precious velvets of the upholstery and the soft
backs. There are different shapes, the single
seat, the sofas for several places and a small
pouf, the coating is alternable to make the object
unique and fun. The BD15 family is born
from the multiplication of the basic
elements, joining more chairs in fact
create seats to new and new
places. Unique pieces have been created, in
line with the Superoggetti logic, which we
imagine can work well both in a gallery and in a
private space.















co.arch studio is a young architectural firm based in Milan,
created in 2012 by Andrea Pezzoli and Giulia Urciuoli. The
search of creative solutions and of different points of view, focuses
on collective and interdisciplinary nature of architecture to
create spaces that ignite a change in the habits of those
who live them. The studio deals with the design of private
and public spaces and product design

co.arch
architecture /  interiors /  design

arch Andrea Pezzoli

Born in Bergamo, Italy, in 1983, 
Degree in architecture at Politecnico di 
Milano in 2009, he studied at Esaya 
Madrid, he worked in Madrid from 
FRPO.
In 2009 he was chosen among some 
young architects to be part of the 
"Ufficio di Piano" team of Expo 2015, 
and involved in the development of the 
Milan Expo 2015 Masterplan.
He worked at Expo 2015, as an 
architect from September 2009 until 
June 2016.
Since 2012 he has founded with 
Giulia Urciuoli co.arch studio, where 
he is currently involved.

arch Giulia Urciuoli

Born in Verona, Italy, in 1982, she 
graduated in architecture at Politecnico 
di Milano in 2009.
She studied in Lisbon at the 
Universidade Tecnica de Lisboa, 
worked in Madrid by Langarita y 
Navarro. Since 2009 she works at 
Giachi architects and follows the 
interior design of important brands 
including Jimmy Choo, Buttero 
and Simonetta. In 2010 she 
designed and realized Wang Jiao 1 
project of a low cost Chinese restaurant 
in via Padova.
Since 2012 he has founded with 
Andrea Pezzoli co.arch studio, where 
she is currently involved.

coarchstudio.it
instagram.com/co.arch.studio/


